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ABSTRACT: The purpose of the study was to investigate the numerical solution of non-linear Fredholm and Volterra 
integro-differential equations by the proposed method called Multiple Perturbed Collocation Tau Method (MPCTM). We 
assumed a perturbed approximate solution in terms of Chebyshev polynomial basis function and then determined the 
derivatives of the perturbed approximate solution which are then substituted into the special classes of the problems 
considered. Thus, resulting into n-folds integration, the resulting equation is then collocated at equally spaced interior 
points and the unknown constants in the approximate solution are then obtained by Newton’s method which are then 
substituted back into the approximate solution.Illustrative examples are given to demonstrate the efficiency, 
computational cost and accuracy of the method. The results obtained with some numerical examples are compared 
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The increasing attempts in applied mathematics to 
model world problems usually results in functional 
equations such as ordinary differential equation, 
Integro-differential equations, Stochastic equations, 
Integral equations, Partial differential equations and 
others. Integro-Differential Equations (IDEs) which is 
our major concern in this work is an equation in which 
the unknown functions appears under the sign of 
integration and it also contained the derivatives of the 
unknown functions. Integro-Differential equations 
have gained a lot of interest in many application fields, 
such as Biological, Physical and Engineering 
Problems. Therefore, their numerical treatments are 
deserved. Integro-Differential Equations considered in 
this work are classified into two namely:Nonlinear 
Fredholm Integro-Differential Equations and 
Nonlinear Volterra. Integro-Differential Equations. In 
the case of Nonlinear Volterra Integro-Differential 
Equations, the upper limits of the integral is a variable 
while it is a fixed number or constant for Nonlinear 
Fredholm type. The general Nonlinear type of 
Fredholm Integro-Differential Equations considered 
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Here for both cases, )(xyn  is the derivative of the 
unknown function, )(xy  is the unknown function to 
be determined, ),( txk  is a continuous smooth 
function of the integral equations, )(xf  is the 
known function (i.e Polynomial, Trigonometric, 
Exponential e.t.c). )(tRy  and )(tNy  are linear and 
nonlinear functions of u  respectively. 
Although, there have been a few researchers that had 
worked on Nonlinear Integro-Differential Equations, 
because of the linearization of system of nonlinear 
equations generated. This work is aimed at 
introducing a new approach and a reliable 
approximate method to handle these classes of 
problems. Several numerical methods have been 
employed to solve both equations (1) and (2) together 
with their boundary conditions specified in equation 
(3). Among them are Chebyshev Cardinal Function 
(Lakestani and Dehighan (2010)), Variational 
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Interaction Method (Sweilam (2007)), Legendre 
Wavelets Methods ( Yousefi and Razzaghi (2008)). 
Pseudo Spectral Method ( Khader and Hendy 2012 ), 
Collocation Method ( Hopkins and Wait (1978)), 
Decompisition Method ( Abbasbandy (2006a)). 
Ghasemi and Kajani (2007a) , Ghasemi and Kajani ( 
2007b ) , Ghasemi and Kajani ( 2007c ) , Ghasemi and 
Kajani (2007d) , He’s Homotopy Perturbation Method 
(Abbasbandy (2006b)) , (Abbasbandy (2007)) , 
El-Shahed (2005) , Lepiku (2006), Limit Cycle and 
Bifrucation of nonlinear problem (He, 2005). The 
main motivation of this research work is to apply the 
new proposed method called Multiple Perturbed 
Collocation Tau-Method to solve the classes of the 
problems stated in equations (1) , (2) and (3) above. 
The beauty of this method is that no linearization is 
required for the method to work. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Chebyshev Polynomials:For convenience and for the 
sake of problems that exist in intervals other than 
11 ≤≤ x , )(xTn  is in this subsection normalized to 
a general finite range bxa ≤≤  as follows:  
11    );cos(cos=)(
1* ≤≤−− xxNxT
N       
(4) 
and the recurrence relation is given by 
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 where N  is the degree of the polynomial.  
In general, Chebyshev polynomial valid in 
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Few terms of the shifted Chebyshev polynomials valid 
in the interval [0,1]  are given bellow: 
1=)(0 xT  
12=)(1 −xxT  
188=)( 22 +− xxxT  
1184832=)( 233 −+− xxxxT  
132100256128=)( 2344 +−+− xxxxxT  
1504001120128512=)( 33455 −+−+− xxxxxxT  
23456
6 840548469126144204=)( xxxxxxT +−+− 172 +− x                                    (8)
 
34567
7 940826990394242868192=)( xxxxxxT +−+− 1981568
2 −+− xx  
112826862150844804022421299213107232765=)( 23456788 +−+−+−+− xxxxxxxxxT
 
Newton’s Method for Solving Nonlinear 
Equations:The Newton’s method is a powerful 
technique for solving nonlinear equations.The 
Newton’s method and its variant are of central 
importance to compute a variety of nonlinear 
algebraic equations (Ortga and Rheinboldt, 1970 ). 
Considerable research effort has been devoted to the 
development of some efficient nonlinear algorithms to 
reduce the cost in the evaluation of the Jacobian 
matrix and its inverse.  
 
Chen, W. (1990) proposed a new concept of the 
Pseudo-Jacobian matrix for stability analysis of 
nonlinear initial value problems, the objective is to 
apply theorem to derive a simple Newton iterative 
formula that can greatly reduces the computational 
effort in the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix and its 
inversion. The recursive defined by 
[ ] K0,1,=  ;  )]([)(= 11 kxfXJXX kkfkk
−+ −
                                                   
Where 
n
Rx ∈0  , called Newton’s Method or 
Newton’s iteration, for the system of equation 
0=)(xf . It is assumed that the Jacobian matrix 
)( kf XJ  exists and is non-singular for each 
K0,1,2,=k  . 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Multiple Perturbed Collocation Tau Method for 
Nonlinear Integro-Differential Equations: In this 
section, we consider nth  order nonlinear 
Integro-Differential Equation of the type given in 
equations (1) and (2) together with their conditions in 
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equation (3) , We assumed a trial approximate solution 









N +−∑∑ +≈ τ
                                                        (10)
 
 Here , 0)( ≥rar  are constants to be determined , 
1)( ≥iiτ  are free tau parameters to be determined, 
)(xTN  are Chebyshev polynomials defined in 
materia and method section .  
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where  
dxdxdxdxL KK   =1 ∫∫∫
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Operating 
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Integrating equation (14) n-times i.e the order of the 
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 Equation (15) is then collocated at point ixx =  , 
where ix  









axi K  
 to obtain  
iiiiii
N
dxdxdxdxxfxy KK )(=)( ∫∫∫∫  
























+ KK τ    
(16)Equation (16) give rise to 1)( ++ nN  
nonlinear systems of algebraic equations in 
1)2( ++ nN  unknown constants. From the given 
conditions, n  extra equations are obtained. 
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Altogether, we have 1)2( ++ nN  nonlinear 
algebraic systems of equations in 1)2( ++ nN  
unknown constants which are then solved by 
Newton’s method to obtained 1)2( ++ nN  
unknown constants. The values of the unknown 
constants obtained are then substituted into the trial 
approximate solution given in equation (10) to obtain 
the required approximate solution of the problem. 
Application of Method on Numerical Examples: In 
order to demonstrate the efficiency and applicability 
of the new method developed in the previous 
subsection, we apply it to a number of nonlinear 
fredholm and Volterra problems. 
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10 ≤≤ x  
 with the initial condition 0=(0)y  and the exact solution xxxy sincos=)( −  
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 where )(xH
N








Here, we consider case 5=N , 1=n  and thus, (18) becomes  
)()()()()(=)( 4433221100
5
xTaxTaxTaxTaxTaxy ++++  
)()( 5155 xTxTa τ++                                                                                  
(19) 
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45
1
23 1280(5121)504001120 xxxxx −+−+−+ τ  
1)504001120 23 −+−+ xxx
                                                                      
(20) 









4 1280(5121)32160256(128 ttatttta −++−+−+  
45
1
23 1280(5121)504001120 ttttt −+−+−+ τ  
1)504001120 23 −+−+ ttt
                                                                        
(21) 
 Equation (20) is differentiated once, to get  
18)96(968)(162=)( 2321
5




4 33605120(256032)320768(512 xxxaxxxa +−+−+−+  
50)80033605120(256050)800 2341 +−+−++− xxxxx τ                                    (22) 
We employed Newton’s method to solve the 8 nonlinear algabraic system of equations as 
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Remark 1: Here, we have chosen the initial 
approximations arbitrarily as  
T
















− t the six iteration, 
we obtained the following values for the unknown 
constants  
14399640.37365589=0,6a  
30236180.65752541=1,6 −a  
02596070.02437421=2,6 −a  
49678290.00605558=3,6a  
65419600.00012611=4,6a  
97714550.00003263=5,6 −a  
2655495630.0.000010=1,6τ  
8993976.0.99999976=1,6C  
Substituting these values above into the trial 
approximate solutions (18) and after the 
simplification, we obtained the approximate solution 










54 1620.011455601410.04478192 xx −−  
 
Remark 2: We have defined absolute error as:  
bxaxyxy
N
≤− |;)()(|  
Table 1: Numerical Results for Example 1 
 
x Exact Approximate  MPCTM  Maleknejad (2011)  
 
 Case 5=N  Case 5=N  Error  Case 6=N  
0.0   1.000000000   0.9999999995  105.0000 −E  61.00 −E  
0.1   0.8951707486   -0.8951711571  74.085 −E  51.60 −E  
0.2   0.7813972470   -0.7813983068  61.0598 −E  42.56 −E  
0.3   0.6598162824   -0.6598168826  76.002 −E  58.40 −E  
0.4   0.5316426517   -0.5316423017  73.500 −E  49.43 −E  
0.5   0.3981570233   -0.3981562177  78.056 −E  51.20 −E  
0.6   0.2606931415   -0.2606927741  73.674 −E  42.76 −E  
0.7   0.1206245001   -0.1206248572  73.571 −E  54.70 −E  
0.8   -0.0206493816   -0.0206496505  72.689 −E  51.10 −E  
0.9   -0.1617169413   -0.1617216155  64.6742 −E  47.80 −E  
1.0   -0.3011687000  -0.3011844045  61.57045 −E  48.15 −E  
 
Example 2: Consider the first-order nonlinear 
Fredholmintegro- differential equation (Yadollah and 
Sara, 2011)  
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≤≤+−′ ∫ xodttxyxxy  
with the initial 0=(0)y , the exact solution 
xxy =)(  
.01.00000000= xYapp  
Example 3: Consider the second-order nonlinear 
Fredholm integro-differential equation (Hemeda, 
2012) 








with the initial 
0=(0)=(0) yy ′  
the exact solution 
2=)( xxy  




Conclusion:In this work, we have used Multiple 
Perturbed Collocation Tau-Mathod to solve Nonlinear 
Fredholm and Volterra Integro-Differential Equations 
by employing Chebyshev Polynomial basis function. 
Six illustrative examples clearly depict the validity 
and applicability of the technique. The results 
obtained are better than the results obtained in some 
literature.We also observed that the proposed method 
in some cases produce the exact solution where they 
are known in closed form. We equally suggest that the 
method can be extended to nonlinear problems in 
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